HERE will be few dissenters from the position that there is need that more a'ttention should be devoted to the geographic and economic factors in Canadian history, and that greater place should be given to the continental aspects of Canadian history. Up to the present the constitutional bias has been strong, and for the obvious reason that the most recent and in many ways the most significant chapter of British constitutional history has been written in Canada. The familiar school-book periodization of the history of British North America in terms of succeeding instruments of government is sufficient illustration of this bias of the British constitutionalist. The artless query of a high school pupil, "Was everybody a member of parliament then?" indicates the false picture which has been too frequently drawn. It is true that of late years more attention has been given to the economic and geographic factors, but in many cases the chapters on constitutional development have not been in the least influenced by the addenda on "social and economic pro- 
In those brilliant introductions to his Readings in the Economic History of the United States, the late Professor Callender set forth the basis of colonial economy. "Progress does not take place unless the colony possesses markets, where it can dispose of its staple products. The history of modern colonization does not show a single case where a settled country has enjoyed any considerable economic prosperity, or made notable social progress without a flourishing commerce with other communities." The prime requisite of colonial prosperity is the colonial staple. Other factors connected with the staple industry may turn it to advantage or disadvantage, but the staple in itself is the basis of prosperity. The colonies of North America were fortunate in being capable of producing staples which for the most part found ready markets in Europe. Virginia and the other southern colonies found in tobacco, indigo, naval stores, and other products excellent colonial staples, on which the prosperity of the South and southern culture were based. In the north, French furs found ready sale, but the conditions of the industry brought few advantages to the settlement. New England and the Middle Colonies were less favourably endowed. Their products were not dissimilar to those of Europe, and the markets were small and uncertain. Hence the importance to them of the development of the West Indian trade, of which the trade in "rum and niggers" was an important part but by no means the whole, and which brought prosperity to the Boston of commerce and shipping before manufacturing New England had arisen. Nothing is more typical of colonial development than the restless, unceasing search for staples which would permit the pioneer community to come into close contact with the commercial world and leave behind the disabilities of a pioneer existence. Contemporary records abound with the tales of the projects of the faddist and propagandist of new staples, and much money and energy was spent on experiments. This period from 1783 to 1854 (limits more significant than the usual 1791 to 1840) embraces the great age of westward In Canada of the first half of the nineteenth century we have a country in which population was moving westward to occupy the Upper St. Lawrence and Lower Lake regions at the same time as, at a much more rapid rate, the population of the United States was moving in great waves into the contiguous Mississippi valley. The people of both of these regions, though not of identical origin and with varied equipment for living, faced the same problem, confronted the same deficiency for colonial prosperity, the lack of a compact, saleable, transportable staple. In the case of the United States, however, the early building of the Erie Canal, the effective connection of the Mississippi with the cottongrowing South, and the much greater and more prosperous coast settlements gave a value to grain and timber products not found in Canada. The Canadian settlements in consequence lacked the prosperity which Durham and other observers noted in neighbouring parts of the United States. Not only, then, was Canadian development frustrated geographically at the northwest barrier of the Laurentian plateau, but economic and geographic facts constituted a frustration in the east.
These were the con•litions with which commercial policy had to deal. In that period all the vitality which a moving frontier absorbs from a people, and gives back again, was lost to the communities of Canada. The export of men was draining the very life-blood of Ontario rural settlements. Canadian development was once more thwarted by geography.
It is this western frustration of Canadian development that furnishes the background for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and for the "transcontinentalism" of presentday Canadian transportation. As first put forward, the Canadian Pacific project was an audacious, even a fool-hardy attempt to bridge the gap between Ontario and British Columbia; and from that point of view the gloomy prophecies that the road would not pay for its axle-grease were "safe and sane" judgments. Though the construction of the railway was a part of a contract with British Columbia, the justification of the railway, and ultimately its salvation, was the north central plain of the prairies. That portion of the railway which links •,Winnipeg with Lake Superior was and is the most essential part of Canada's transportation system. It gave the St. Lawrence valley access to a country capable of rapid expansion. Other parts of the railway system were important and essential, but none has had the significance of that section which overcomes the Laurentian barrier between the Great Lakes and the prairies. With the building of the Canadian Pacific and i•s coming to effectiveness in the nineties, just when forces external to Canada were bringing grain prices to higher levels, the western bam ier was substantially overcome, and a period of phenomenal expansion set in. Once Canada is a nation created in defiance of geography, and yet the geographic and economic factors have had a large place in shaping her history. It is not contended that these are the only factors. Others have been often and adequately dealt with. But unless one is to consider Canada merely as a collection of racial types and not as a nation, the basic facts of economic and historical geography can never be ignored. In Canadian history as it is written, there is much of the romance of the individual, sometimes significant and sometimes not. It behooves presentday historians to perceive the romance of a nation in the story of a people facing the prosaic obstacles of a colonial existence, developing national traits, and winning through to nationhood.
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